
The UST Detail Brush is designed for detail cleaning in dry environments where soft bristles are 

useful and hygiene is critical, such as when cross-contact from allergens are a risk. The brush is 

also useful as a pastry or glazing brush in food handling applications. This brush delivers all the 

advanced benefits of Vikan’s other UST cleaning tools.

Enhanced Bristle Security

The fully-molded enhanced bristle security unit makes bristle 
retention even better, all without metal staples or resin

Hanging Hole

The specially shaped hanging 
hole allows water to drain out 
easily over the brush head, 
while the hole itself makes 
storage easy

UST Hygienic Design

Rounded edges, a smooth surface, and no sharp 
angles limit areas for food particles and bacteria to 
collect and hide

UST Detail Brush
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Colors
When ordering, add the color digit to the 
base part number to denote color.

21 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Fully updated product specifi cations are available at Vikan.com.

The Color-Coding System
Remco and Vikan® brands offer an integrated color-coding system to help mitigate the risk 

of cross-contamination in food processing facilities. With an array of color-coded tools and 

storage brackets, and years of experience building effective 

color-coding systems, the experts at Remco Products Corporation 

can help you effectively apply color-coding to divide and identify 

different zones or processing tasks. As a result, workers can 

more easily comply with material handling and hygienic cleaning 

procedures to maintain stringent food safety standards. 

Please see the full-line catalog for a complete list of Remco™ and Vikan® products.

 Brackets  Brooms Brushes Shovels Scrapers Squeegees Tubs Buckets

UST Detail Brush 
555130

This brush is FDA compliant and 

available in 8 colors. The hygienic 

design of the brush means that it is 

safe to use in situations where hygiene 

is of the utmost importance. The 

enhanced bristle security provides 

greater bristle retention without using 

metal staples or resin.

Specifications:

Length: 8.07”

Width: 1.81”

Height: 0.39”

FDA-Compliant Raw Material: Yes

Material: Polypropylene, Polyester

Unit Weight: 0.07 lbs.

Bristle Length: 2.24”
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